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CreativeCurse: Creative Curses

The creative curses are game design exercise that I am actually working on. I
am taking part of a podcast called the Creative Curses ("Maledictions Creatrice"
in french) where a subject with restrictions is given and we me design a game
about it within the month.

It does not have a be a complete functional game, since I might not have the
time to do it, but rather have a good idea of how it should work. In the next
podcast we will expose our ideas and talk about the various encountered
problems.

You can participate if you want. Just make a quick design of your game and send
it by email. We will setup a common mailbox for prototype submission and some
of them might be talked about during the podcast, we will see how it works and
the time we have. I am also not sure of the deadline yet.

In this section, I will write down the next exercise and I will expose my notes
and game ideas once the pod cast is released. Else they will stay hidden until
release.

Take note that the podcast language is in french, so I am not really expecting
submission from english speaking people since they won't be able to hear the
results. So this section will somewhat archive the development that has been
done for the podcast. So it might still be interesting to see even if not listening
at the original podcast.

The podcast has been suspended until further notice. It gives me time to
work on other things instead ... like games.

Curses list

S1-E2: Pen and Paper Pirate Game
Make a pirate themed game using only pen and paper.

S1-E1: Sci-fi Religious Warfare
Design a game using only 1 or many regular deck of cards where the
theme is related to Science-Fiction and religious warfare..
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